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WWWWelcome homeelcome homeelcome homeelcome home....    

    Summer gatherings evoke 
for many of us childhood 
memories of whispered 
dreams and secrets; by 
morning still lakes, on hot 
road trips-journeys across 
this vast country, around 
star lit camp fires, at jour-
ney’s end held in the love 
of friends or family. 

 

At our community meet-
ings, in a most intimate 
way, we are gathered 
around Christ .We share 
what we’ve done and 
taught comforted by the 
knowledge that this life in 
Christ is lived out passion-
ately and courageously around the 
world, beyond borders, beyond time.  

 

 Fall leaves and Autumn breezes stir us 
to respond to Spirit’s call to reflect and 
evaluate our hopes and dreams, our 
way of life. Our hearts burn to grow into 
the life of Christ, Christ’s mission as it 
is today.  Our  CLC way of life chal-

lenges us to constantly  develop and 
grow  the  gifts of discerning, sending, 
supporting, evaluating, nourished by 
active engagement in a world  

community, a church of communion, a  

kingdom of love, one body  in Christ, 
where ever we are.  

Glad you are home, tell us all about Glad you are home, tell us all about Glad you are home, tell us all about Glad you are home, tell us all about 
your journey.your journey.your journey.your journey. 
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GATHERING  

August  31 ,  2007 

ale ndar  of  Evts  

Interested in Gathering 
with us? 

Come & See! 
September 18 

For information:  
farmgang@hotmail.com 

 
Commitment Retreat 

St. Ignatius Adult  
Education Centre 

September 15 
9:30 –2PM 

 
Sending 

General Council Social 
Evening 

St. Benedict’s 
Saturday September 29th 

Gather 6:30 PM 
Mass 7:00 PM 

Sending of President Elect 
and new Regional Repre-

sentatives 
 

Celebrating 
October 9 

A special regional evening 
welcoming  

Fr. Alberto Brito S.J., 
 World  vice-Ecclesial  

Assistant 
 

Assembling 
Regional Assembly 

St. Benedicts 
November 2 - 4th 

Prairie Region gathers for 
a time of prayer, sharing 
dreams and visions, cele-
brating, discernment and 

decision-making. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

•  

AUTUMN  LEAVES  

COMM I TMENT  

• Several members have been examining  commitment  within our CLC 
way of life. We ask that all communities support members by listening 
to and supporting the discernment of this call. 

• The Regional Assembly is scheduled for November 2-4 at St. Benedict’s. 
Communities are invited and encouraged to register as weekend retreat 
residents. Registration forms will be available by September 17.  

“The Apostles gathered around Jesus and told him what they had done 
and taught.”   detail from Domitilla Catacombs, Rome 4th century. 



 

                  Last September, Fr. Alberto Brito, a Jesuit working in the  

                  Executive Secretary of CLC (Christian Life Communities) in  

                  Rome as Assistant, visited Japan for the first time to  

                  participate in the National CLC Congress --16-18 September  

                  2006-- of Japan (Cfr. next article). Shibata Yukinori, Jesuit  

                  Social Center staff interviewed him on Sep. 22, during his  

                  short stay in Tokyo. This is the English translation of the  

                  interview done in Japanese and Spanish. 

 

      We would like you to explain to us the relationship between Ignatian  

      spirituality and the social apostolate. Going back to one of the main  

      speeches of Fr. Arrupe to the Jesuit Alumni, there is a need to become  

      "men (persons) for others" and the training in Ignatian spirituality  

      should lead to that. My question is: How does CLC promote social  

      awareness? 

 

      There is nothing more spiritual than to go from desires to concrete  

      action. If we stop just in desires we may be "spiritualistic" persons, but  

      that's not enough. The move of the Spirit is towards action. You can see  

      that in the Bible: Mary in the Annunciation, the Apostles and the  

      activities of the Church. 

      Concretely speaking, I've seen that often during my 2-year term at the  

      headquarters of CLC. I, usually, spend 50% of my time visiting CLC  

      communities all over the world. I could mention, for instance, the CLC in  

      Kenya (Africa). They live a life of personal relationship with God, but at  

      the same time they try to look around the city of Nairobi where they live  

      to observe the needs of people. CLC in Kenya is more than 20 years old.  

      Seven years ago, the community started a work focused on orphan children  

      of HIV patients. They have founded a real Secondary School of more than  

      850 children up to now. These are outreaching communities that through  

      prayer and reflection are open to the world. You see, is like Moses in the  

      Sinai. God moves and cries to Moses: "Go out to save my people. I cannot  

      bear anymore the cries of my people." There is a need to open doors and  

      windows. If not, we could remain a "spiritualistic" group, but not a  

      "spiritual group." 

 

      In fact, outsiders, like the Kenya government, realize the impact such  

      persons have, because they gather and pray together, they plan and move  

      into action. There is coherence in their lives and they are credible in  

      front of people. 

      There are many more cases, but I'll just mention Quito (Ecuador), a city  

      with an altitude of 2,600 meters above the sea. It can become very cold at  

      times. A small CLC community there acted in the same manner, praying and  

      reflecting, trying to discern urgent and more universal needs. Already 12  

      years ago they made a decision about caring for the homeless by building  

      houses for them. Now they have already built over 200 houses involving in  

      the process homeless and volunteers. They established a Center with 4  

      full-time staff. 

      In Europe, for instance, the immigration issue is very hot and CLC  
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Journey 

Gustavo Gutierrez, the 

father of  liberation 

theology once said, “To 

be Christian is to draw 

near, to make oneself  a 

neighbor, not the one I 

encounter in my journey 

but the one in whose 

journey I place, myself.” 
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Autumn Leaves  

      communities are also deeply involved at various levels, like legal issues,  

      health care, etc. Besides such activities with homeless, HIV street  

      children and immigrants at the local level, there is an important and more  

      universal different level also. CLC is a registered international NGO at  

      the UN. In fact, there are 2 groups, one located in Geneva and the other  

      at the Headquarters of the UN. It really makes an impact because at the  

      local levels CLC is active also with issues of fresh water, health, women  

      and a series of social issues. 

 

      I heard from Fr. Hanafusa, the CLC-Japan Ecclesial Assistant, about the  

      relationships of CLC with the schools of "Fe y Alegria" in Latin America.  

      How about it? 

 

      Yes, this is very interesting. Chile, for instance, was the only Latin  

      American country without Fe y Alegria. In Santiago there are more than 900  

      small CLC communities (8 to 12 people), with three levels: high school,  

      university, adults. There is there a small CLC community where most  

      members are teachers. They focused their activities on the street children  

      of Santiago City. They gathered information and visited Fe y Alegria in  

      other countries of Latin America to do research on their activities and  

      contact their leaders. Then, before starting any project contacted the  

      Jesuit provincial to discuss the matter with him. Two married couples and  

      a former Minister of Economy of a former Chilean government, also a CLC  

      member, met with the Jesuit provincial to present him a very well-designed  

      educational program, according to Chilean legislation and with the  

      possibility of obtaining public funds. The provincial, recognizing the  

      wonderful educational work done by Fe y Alegria, told them candidly that  

      he could not have any Jesuit available for the work. The CLC members told  

      him: "It doesn't matter. We are ready to do it." Seemingly the provincial  

      remained without words. This is how Fe y Alegria started to function in  

      Chile. At present, there are 9 educational centers active around Santiago  

      de Chile caring for the education of more than 3,000 children. 

 

      Going back to the former point of the relationship between CLC  

      spirituality and social apostolate, there are no special common endeavors  

      in Japan. Three months ago Fr. Jean-Yves Calvez was the key speaker at the  

      celebration of the 25th anniversary of our Tokyo social center. In that  

      occasion he mentioned the common cooperation that has started at the  

      Jesuit Curia between the Social Justice Secretariat and the Center for  

      Ignatian Spirituality. How do such efforts affect the CLC movement? 

 

      Yes, we are also trying to find joint ventures. The Executive Secretary of  

      CLC is also involved in that common dialogue looking for clear and  

      concrete programs. I am his assistant and sometimes take part in the  

      discussions. JRS is also part of that network. 

      This reminds me of common activities in Europe with refugees, especially  

      migrant workers. One of the best examples that I know better is Portugal  

      where JRS is very well known. In December 2005, Portugal selected the 10  

      more influential persons in the country and JRS national director was one  

      of them. She is a wife with three children. In fact, JRS is the best  

      institution working with immigrants there. CLC is not doing its own  

      program in that field, but since JRS is already deeply involved we ride on  
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“Never doubt that a 

small group of 

thoughtful, 

committed people 

can change the 

world. Indeed, it is 

the only thing that 

ever has.” 

Margaret Mead 

FR .  BRITO  INTERVIEW  CONT ’D  
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 Shared Responsibility 
 

The world Community has taken a clear 
move towards becoming an Apostolic 
Community, always trying to listen to 
God’s call and responding to it accord-
ingly by living and acting as an apostolic 
body sharing responsibility. The world 
community lives through the involvement 
and shared responsibility of all communi-
ties and their members—including fi-
nances. 
 
A new formula for sharing our commit-
ment to the world community is based on 
  
1. Purchasing Power Parity-an objec-

tive measure developed by the 
World Bank to gauge the economic 
wealth of the 60 countries that make 
up CLC. 

2. Number of members. (total number, 
contributing members, males & fe-
males, age distribution. 

 
Over the next several months, together 
we’ll examine how we share responsibil-
ity, locally, nationally and at the World 
level. 

      were radically unhappy with the whole     

system in search of new ways. I was  

      much impressed and challenged by them 

and the relationships built provoked  

      in me a deep change of attitudes. I often 

reflected on their thinking,  

      their ways to fight, the ideals they had 

All this created inside me new  

      attitudes to confront real situations. Since 

then there is nothing I could  

      fear. Thank you. 
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Phone:(204)837-3685 
Email: farmgang@hotmail.com 

Supporting the spiritual, communitarian, apostolic 

endeavors of CLC in the Prairie Region.. 

www.jesuits.ca/clc 

      the train of JRS and provide volunteers to its programs. 

      This is, certainly a key question: JRS, social apostolate, Ignatian  

      spirituality and CLC. We all have the same interests; we all work in the  

      same field. It is important to show mutual interest in each other's work,  

      the sense of being one-body. Inter-cooperation will surely be a key issue  

      in the coming 35th General Congregation, together with the relationships  

      between lay and Jesuits. 

 

      The following is my last question. Psychological or "heart" problems, as  

      we say in Japan, are important issues here. What about Europe? What does  

      CLC do about it? 

 

      I do not have data, but this is a common problem everywhere. My conclusion  

      is that the more a person or a community is open to the outside world the  

      less psychological problems exist. Trust and openness affect positively  

      the human and social environment. This is, of course, also true of Jesuits  

      and all communities. The more one gives himself to people and to the work,  

      in other words, the quality of human relationships is very important. On  

      the other hand, we need a sense of the real situations not to get  

      distanced from reality by building up a world we make with our  

       imagination. 

 

      Talking from my personal experience, I always thank God that I had lived  

      20 years in Coimbra near the public university, one of the oldest in  

      Europe. It was in 1975 during a very difficult political and social  

      situation. The relations with the students were very tense, because they  


